
Sea wizard S coral Tower'

Hidden in a coral reef, is a Sea Wizard's spells-shrunken  
tower.  Everything  inside  the  tower  is  shrunken,  too.  
Magical  forcefield  protects  it  from  external  threats.  To  
enter it, one must know the magic word.

Inside the tower the water is clear, and breathable. It feels  
nasty when the water enters lungs, so a successful save  
must be made, or the character starts to drown.

The  doors  are  made  of  coral,  and when  touched,  open  
wide to let characters pass.

1. The entrance. On top of the Coral Tower, when a magic 
word  is   burbled,  the coral  roof  opens and the magical 
force field lets one enter. There are two giant intelligent 
guardian crabs (HD 5, AC 6 [13], two attacks, dmg 1d8), 
who are able to cast spells as 2nd level Magic-Users.

2.  Vestibule.  Inside  a  closet,  rubbery  fish-skin  robes 
hang. They are comfortable and the skin doesn't wrinkle 
when underwater for a longer period of time.

3.  Hallway  of  flow.  The  tide  is  gentle  and  changes 
direction depending on in what direction characters move 
for  easy  and  quick  transportation  inside  the  tower.  If 
multiple  directions  are  attempted  to  travel  once  by 
several characters, the tide goes haywire and might hurt 
characters bashing them on the walls (DEX check to avoid 
1d4 damage).

4. Chamber of arts. Several paintings are hanged on the 
wall. They picture all the Sea Wizard's oceanic adventures.

5. Hallway of flow. As 3.

6. Junction. You must know when to turn and react fast to 
access  room  7,  otherwise  you  end  up  thrusted  to  the 
sharp coral spikes in the end (2d4+1 damage, poisonous, 
save or paralyzed for 1d3+1 hours).

7.  Chamber  of dreams. Seashells sing and clams clatter 
in soothing melodies.  This is where Sea Wizard relaxes. 
Room works as Sleep spell cast by 3rd level Magic-User.

8.  Room of  mirrors. Dozens of mirrors cover the walls. 
Each mirror shows different landscapes. These are portals 
to different realms. You can't enter, only observe.

9.  Library. Every magic tome and scroll is processed so 
they last underwater.  Once taken up to surface, they rot 
immediately.  Behind the secret door there are two spell 

books made of seaweed. They can be brought up, but they 
dry and crumple after two days.

10. Study and laboratory. All kinds of equipments doing 
something. An intelligent puffer fish called Marvin (HD 2, 
AC 9 [10], 1d6 damage, save versus death) is maintaining 
the research operations.

11.  Hallway  to main  chambers . Four swordfish guards 
(HD 7, AC 3 [10], damage 2d6+1) don't let anyone pass.

12.  Master  bedroom.  Filled  with  beautiful  items  and 
valuable treasures.

13. Master study. These books are not magical in nature, 
but all  kinds of encyclopedias and belles-lettres'  can be 
found.

14.  Main  chamber. This is where Sea Wizard hosts his 
quests.  Quests  don't  have  bedrooms,  as  Sea  Wizard 
prefers them not to stay overnight.

15. Kitchen. Codfishes cook the food (HD 1, AC 9[10], 1d4 
damage). They are master chefs.  Behind the secret door 
most delicious caviar, rum, and other delicacies are kept.

16.  Storages. These storages hold all kinds of items and 
equipment.  Random  treasure  tables  are  handy  to 
determine what kind of stuff can be found inside.

Magical items and other treasures

You might want to roll random tables of the game you run 
to determine some of the treasures found within the Sea 
Wizard's Coral Tower, but here is a list of most significant 
items that can be found inside.

Wand  of  water  control .  This  wand  controls  water, 
making it possible to make tides carry you around.

Collar of intelligence. Each intelligent sealife within the 
tower wears one. There are several of these in the master 
study (13).

Coral sword. This sword is powerful against sealife (+3).

Water breathing glasses. These eyeglasses let wearer to 
breath underwater. Sea Wizard gives these for his guests.

Gloves  of  sealife  control.  When touching sealife,  these 
gloves  can command them. Orders must be simple,  and 
they last for a day or until the (reasonable) command is 
fulfilled.
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